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Introduction

The re-appraisal of the role of the Red Cross was the central theme of the 
Council of Delegates and of the three Committees at the Twenty-third International 
Red Cross Conference in Bucharest in 1977, and Resolution II of the Conference, 
inter alia urged the ICRC and the League:

"a) to set up, individually and jointly, procedures to identify those aspects of the 
Study which need further examination, and present them for consideration at 
appropriate Red Cross meetings;

b) to report to the competent bodies on the actions taken and progress achieved".

Accordingly, the ICRC and the League have jointly compiled the following report 
for presentation to the Council of Delegates in October 1979. This report summarises 
and compares in tabular form the analyses and suggestions made in "An Agenda for 
Red Cross" (the Tansley Report) with those made in "The ICRC, the League and the 
Tansley Report", which was prepared by the two institutions for the Bucharest Conference 
(the Document). Column A of the tabulation contains Tansley's analysis; Column B 
the Document's analysis; Column C Tansley's suggestions; Column D the Document's 
suggestions. Column E contains references to relevant resolutions of the Bucharest 
Conference as well as comments relating to outstanding points which were not finally 
decided at the Bucharest Conference and which are the subject of further studies which 
are still going on. The ICRC and the League have established three joint study groups 
to examine these questions: one group is dealing with questions on Assistance, a second 
with Development and a third with questions on Information.



It will be seen that under Point XII, dealing with the strengths and 
weaknesses of National Societies, the question of follow-up (Column E) has not 
been developed. This is because the ICRC and the League consider that this 
is a matter for National Societies to examine themselves. It will be noted that 
the last paragraph of Resolution II "invites all National Societies to continue the process 
of re-evaluation initiated by the Study and to implement the proposals arising from this process 
which could be of benefit to them".



Point No. I Fundamental Principles and Humanitarian Values 1.

A. Tansley’s Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley’s Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. Since Dunant there has 
been little change in 
humanitarian values, 
even if there is seme 
confusion over the set 
of RC values. 7 fun
damental principles 
were declared at 
Vienna in 1965.
(pp. 32-33).

2. Principles

2.1.1. Basis principle :
- to help fellow 

men in need

2.1.2. Secondary principle: 
without 
discrimination

2.2. IV/o guidelines for 
action :

2.2.1. Action with the 
consent of the 
authorities

2.2.2. Usually temporarily 
(pp. 33-34).

1. Inappropriate to
pick out humani
tarian values other 
than the 7 funda
mental principles 
declared at Vienna 
in 1965.

But there is a need 
to make them better 
known.
(pp. 48-49).

A complete re-thinking and 
re-statement of RC philoso
phy. To define ideals in a 
simple and articulate 
manner.
(p. 35).

The HDI will publish 
in a form readily under
stood by everyone a 
commentary on the 7 
fundamental principles. 
(P. 49).

Text drafted by
H.D.I. and 
already published.



Point No. II The Basic Role of the Red Cross 2.

Section I : Ihe Basic Role as such

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E, Follcw-up

1. Under the penalty of 
inability to act as a 
real movement, there 
is a need to redefine 
the basic role of RC.

2. Directions

- future humanitarian 
needs

- RC traditions, 
capacity. Limita
tions

3. Implications

3.1. for NS :
it will have a 
meaning at all levels 
of the Society.

3.2. for ICRC and League : 
it will have con
sequences for their 
cooperation and res
pective roles.

The definition suggested 
by Tansley does not 
meet with much favour 
among members of the 
movement, who consider 
that he did not give 
the health and social 
welfare activities the 
place which they deserve. 
(P. 3).

The RC basic role is provi
sion of emergency help 
on an unconditional and 
inpartial basis if the 
need for protection and 
assistance exists because 
of a natural disaster or 
conflict.
This role does not exclude 
other roles of RC.
(p. 64).

The document proposes 
a very broadly based 
definition of the 
fundamental principles 
(mainly the principle 
of humanity), including 
the promotion of health 
and social welfare.
(It does not take 
up the idea of emergency). 
(P. 4).
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Point No. II Ihe Basic Role of the Red Cross 3.

Section 2 : Other Activities

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E, Follow-up

Nil. The importance of welfare 
and health activities is 
recognised, (p. 3).

1. NS should undertake 
connunity services

1.1. if they do not endanger 
the basic role.

1.2. with priority for 
those related to it.

2. Activities

2.1. in developing
countries :
- protection of health 

and fight against 
disease

2.2. in developed
countries :
- filling the gaps
- concern for groups 

whose needs are not 
met.

(pp. 64-65).

The definition in 
Section 1 includes the 
statement that the RC 
"contributes to the 
promotion of health and 
social welfare".
(P. 4.).



Point No. II The Basic Role of the Red Cross

Section 3 : Solutions for replacing the basic role

4.

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

First solution :

To take the basic role 
as the exclusive role 
of the RC movement.

Second solution :

To place the broadest 
possible interpretation 
on the humanitarian 
mission of RC.

But the Tansley report 
rejects both solutions 
and cones back to the 
proposal (section 1,C) 
of a non-exclusive 
basic role.
(pp. 65-66).

If there is an alterna
tive it is the text 
proposed in the 
Bucharest document 
(Annexe 1 of Section 
1,D) .

Nil. A text was proposed by 
the League and ICRC.
(p. 4.),

At the International 
Conference at 
Bucharest a 
resolution was 
adopted defining 
the "mission of 
the RC". The wording 
of this resolution 
is very close to 
that proposed in 
the document.

(c.f.
Section 1,D). 
Resolution No. I.



Point No. Ill Protection 5.

Section 1 : Generalities and definitions

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. 3 categories of 1. Protection and assis- 1. Protection is the C.f. proposals
activities in RC tance aie linked in primary area of unique- in Sections 2-8.
protection : action. ness of the movement.

1.1. helping to develop 2. There is no defini- 2. This uniqueness should
IHL, tion in the Tansley be shared by the

1.2. helping to apply IHL report, the movement as a whole.
1.3. ad hoc diplomacy on Conventions or the

the basis of human i- IRC statutes. 3. The ICRC should continue
tarian motivation Hcwever : to be the focal point
outside IHL. of protection activities

2.1. Protection is the
2. RC reputation in pro- action which 4. There is a climate of

tection activities benefits the vic- support for RC to be
is good. tims of armed more dynamic.

conflicts or inter- (pp. 67-68).
3. RC is strongest in nal disorders who

applied protection are in the hands
efforts with or without of an adverse
the aid of IHL. authority which

does not afford
4. Hcwever, the protec- them appropriate

tive function is not guarantees.
widely shared within
RC movement. 2.2. Protection also
(pp. 21-23, 67). includes develo-

ping, publicising
Note : Under 1 one can also and ensuring appli-

add the dissemina- cation and respect
tion of IHL. for IHL.
(c.f. Section 3). (pp. 18-19).



Point No. Ill 6Protection

Section 2 : Protection by the development of International Humanitarian Law

A, Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. Contribution of RC, 
especially ICRC, 
since 1864 is good.

2. However, there are 
weaknesses :

2.1. excessive RC deference 
to governments.

2.2. in its efforts to 
avoid "politics" an 
absence of humanita
rian lobbying in 
general.

2.3. a lack of conrnitment 
by the whole movement.

2.4. conservative legal
ism by ICRC at 
Diplomatic 
Conferences.

Nil. 1. ICRC should propose 
the preparation of 
optional or regional 
protocols.

2. ICRC should do more 
advanced planning 
with the League and 
NS for Diplomatic 
Conferences in order 
to strengthen the 
action of NS.

3. ICRC should play a 
more active role 
during Diplomatic 
Conferences.
(P. 69).

Nil. A study is in 
progress at ICRC.
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Point No. Ill Protection 7.

Section 3 ; Protection by the diffusion of International Humanitarian Law

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. Ignorance, even 1. It is recognised 1. A simplification of the 1. Simplifying the law : The seven Fund-
within RC : that there is igno- law, at least in terms amenta1 rules of
- of protection rance of the prin- of information. 1.1. To summarise fun- I.H.L. were publishec

activities ciples of RC and damental principles in the September-
- of IHL GC. of IHL October 1978 issue
- of IRC (p. 26). of the International
(pp. 23,49). Review of the Red

1.2. ICRC will issue a Cross.
2. Emergence of a 2. Three guiding rules 2. A regional approach series of public-

willingness to accept were drawn up at the associating the values ations
a stronger RC role European seminar at of RC with those of (pp. 27-28).
in protection Warsaw (1977) : local cultures.
(particularly 2. A regional approach See Progrannie of
assistance to politi- 2.1. even if dissémina- 3. NS should do much has already been Action of the Red
cal detainees) . tion of IHL is a more (creation of post started by ICRC Cross with respect
(p. 68). government responsi- protection officer). delegations, RC to dissemination of

bility, it should regional seminars I.H.L. and the prin-
also be a major 4. Ensuring that States etc. ciples and ideals of
concern of NS, fulfil their obligation (pp. 28-30). the Red Cross

to disseminate IHL. (1978-1981) .
2.2. GC should be dis- • (pp. 68-70). 3. ICRC will benefit See above.

seminated within from the support of
RC principles, the League (new

statutes, Art. 5)
2.3. the "spirit of (P. 31).

peace" must also
be propagated. 4. No comment on States, See above.
(pp. 25-26). (but see B.2.1.).

C.f. Res.
No. 7 of Int. Conf, s
Bucharest.



Point No. Ill Protection 8

Section 4 : Protection activities under the Conventions

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley’s Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1 In fact RC has a sort 
of monopoly in protec
tion.
(p. 68) .

2

1

The movement leaves 
this function to ICRC. 
This is an unfortunate 
limitation.
(p. 23).

2

3 Other criticisms of 
the selection of 
priority fields of 
action.
(p. 22).

1 Nil

2. Neutrality binds the 
entire RC movement, 
not only ICRC, but 
the NS and the League 
do not enjoy the 
same independence as 
ICRC and this is 
confirmed by the 
tasks given to ICRC, 
conferred by GCs, 
IRC statutes and 
International 
Conference 
resolutions.
(pp. 18 - 19).

TO mobilise the whole 
RC movement, particul
arly the NS for their 
influence at the 
national level.
(p. 68).

ICRC should not refuse 
to become an automatic 
substitute for a 
Protecting Power.
(p. 71).

1. To mobilise the whole 
of RC movement.

1.1. NS

1.1.1. NS of a country in 
conflict may :
- have its government 

inplerrent GCs
- make it aware of the 

importance of ICRC 
protection

- visit detainees in 
collaboration with ICRC

1.1.2. NS of countries 
not involved in conflict 
may participate in the 
protective action if 
asked by ICRC or all 
parties.

1.1.3. All NS should 
prepare for protection

1.2. The League :

1.2.1. Art. 
statutes
1.2.2. 1969
ICRC
1.2.3. Art. 
of Protocol 
and 23-24).

5.1.1. of

agreement with

81(2) and (3)
1 (pp. 19-20

2. ICRC as automatic 
substitute: Nil.

See article 5(4) 
in Protocole I.



Point No. Ill Protection 9
Section 5 ; Protection activity not covered by the Conventions (ad hoc)

A, Tansley’s Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley’s Suggestions D. Document’s Suggestions E, Follow-up

1 Ad hoc protection at 
present the most 
important.

1. In "extra-Conventional" 
situations the ICRC acts 
by virtue of its univer
sally recognised right of 
humanitarian initiative, 
of resolutions of Inter
national Conferences of 
RC and of Art. VI para 5 
of IRC statutes.

1. To expand the RC action 1 To expand the action 
of ICRC.

2 A real danger of diver
sification of RC efforts 
which should be restricted 
to political detainees.
(p. 73).

2. This is the case for 
internal disturbances 
and tensions.
(pp. 33-35).

2 Better information on 
ICRC action.

2 Better information on 
ICRC action in order

3. ICRC is concerned with 
the conditions in which 
detainees are 
incarcerated.

3. Support by the whole 
movement, but visits to 
detainees a specific 
task of ICRC,

3 - to obtain better 
support by NS
(p. 103).

4. Since the end of World 
War II ICRC has visited 
seme 300,000 detainees in 
72 countries in 4 
continents.

Concentrate RC interest 
on political detainees, 
(pp. 72-73),

5. ICRC procedure for 
visits consists of perio
dic and detailed visits 
to all detainees and 
conversations without 
witnesses, discussions at 
all levels and confiden
tial reports to the detai
ning authorities, 
(pp. 35-38). 

4 4 to concentrate RC 
interest on politi
cal detainees.

implication theBy 
document clearly shares 
the views of the
Tansley Report.
(pp. 35-38).



Point No. Ill 10.Protection

Section 6 : National Societies1Participation in protection

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Folicw-up

Hie early purpose of 
the RC movement has 
somehow been forgotten 
over the years. Help 
to those in conflict 
situations has ceased 
to be a movement-wide 
concern and most NS 
turned to other 
activities.
(p. 23).

1. Protection is the 
business of all 
members of the RC.
NS and the League are 
also bound by neutra
lity and iirpartiality.

2. But ICRC is better 
qualified to observe 
them.

3. Whenever possible 
ICRC associates NS 
with its work.

1. ICRC should be the 
focal point of RC 
protection activities. 
NS should admit this.

2. In other respects ICRC 
should recognise
- the utility of NS 

assets
- the limits to its 

capacity.
(p. 68).

C.f. Section 4 
Column D 1 and 2.

The ICRC and League 
should study together 
the inplications of 
the role which the 
League and NS should 
fulfil.
(P. 24).

See Prograirme of 
Action of the 
Red Cross with 
respect to 
dissemination of 
I.H.L. and the 
principles and 
ideals of the 
Red Cross 
(1978-1981).



Point No. Ill 11.Protection

Section 7 ; Evaluation of the protection action

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E, Follow-up

.. RC, particularly ICRC, 
needs some kind of 
critical mechanism to 
ensure its continuing 
effectiveness.

!. In the development of 
law governments can 
make judgments and 
make their views known.

J. In the case of political 
detainees there is no 
one to observe and 
evaluate.
(P. 73).

1. ICRC sees in its talks 
with
- the authorities
- the detainees 

(without witnesses)
a sort of continuous 
automatic evaluation.

2. To safeguard the 
confidence of its 
informants ICRC 
cannot entrust an 
analysis to a third 
party.

3. On the other hand, 
detailed and public 
discussion of its 
activities in general 
is possible.
(p. 103).

A periodic review, for 
example at regional 
meetings, of the protection 
activities of ICRC.
Results :
- criticism of this 

activity,
- instruction and 

information for NS.
(P. 74).

ICRC looks with favour 
on Tansley's proposal ; 
however, it recalls the 
difficulties while 
stressing the positive 
results, particularly 
support for its action, 
(p. 103).

At the meeting of 
National Societies 
at ICRC headquarters 
on the occasion of 
the League Executive 
Council in October 
1978, protection was 
the subject of 
discussion.
An appraisal of 
protection is 
possible and 
desirable only 
inasmuch as it is 
compatible with 
the principles of 
discretion.



Point No. Ill 12.Protection

Section 8 ; Information and Discretion

A, Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. Policy of discreticn 1. Discretion even more 1. To publish a list of 1. ICRC considers that The ICRC will make
required by the action necessary today because problems encountered wi- publishing a list of report
for the benefit of the of a highly political thout giving dates, names facts without names - at Nationalvictims, but context : it is a and places. would have little

working nethod and not effect. society meetings

2. Limits to discretion
Without setting itself

a preference for 
secrecy.

2. To publish RC views on 
steps to be taken in

(P. 93). - see D.2 and D.3.

up as a supemational (p. 92). order to contral indis- 2. Concerning the control
judge ICRC should assert criminate weapons in the of weapons, ICRC used
itself as a voice and a 2. Limits interest of civilians. to take the line that
conscience in certain it was not able to
situations. 2.1. Discretion is only 3. If a RC agency discovered cament. Hcwever, in

concerned with pro- action that was reprehen- future ICRC will make
3. Criticisms tection activities. sible and the party ccn- its voice heard in

cemed did nothing to the same way as for
3.1. RC practice (of dis- 2.2. In the event of remedy it, RC should give violations of humani-

eretion) judged to be serious violations maximum publicity to that tarian law. (p. 94).
inconsistent. of fundamental action. In its appeal of

humanitarian prin- 3. For violation of GCs 20 March 1979 to
3.2. Discretion comfortable ciples discretion 4. RC policy should be and fundamental the Zimbabwe/

- for the authorities is not an unbrea- reviewed. It is no longer principles ICRC will Rhodesia conflict
concerned, kable rule, but in acceptable for public publish 4 different the ICRC quoted

- for the RC. order to make the authorities to act in aspects, (p. 93). an example.
(pp. 70-71). voice of ICRC heard violation of community

publicly it must be standards in secret. 4. Extra-Conventional
(p. 71). activities : ICRC

- in the interest will give publicity
of the victims - within certain limits

(e.g. refusals of its
- based on direct offers of services).

reports of 
delegates

(pp. 94-95).

(p. 93).

—■



Point No. IV Assistance in the event of armed conflict 13.

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. Strengths

1.1. Good reputation of 1. On RC efficiency - Nil. C.f. Point VIII 1. C.f. Point VIII
RC. column C. column D.

1.2. Action was most eff- 2. International conflict.
ective when limited 2.1.,NS of a country
to the emergency 2.1. application of 1969 stricken by armed
phase. League/ICRC conflict or "some
RC = wealth of expe- agreement. similar situation"
rience matching that can organise an
of any other organi- 2.2. cooperation also with assistance operation.
sation. NS of countries in

1.3. Because of its imp- conflict. 2.2. NS of a country not
artiality often the involved in a
only operational 3. Art. 81 of Protocol 1 : conflict can partici-
agent, (p. 24). parties ot the pate in the assis-

conflict shall grant tance action.
2. Weaknesses the necessary facili

ties to :
(P. 19).

2.1. Tendency towards 3. In a country stricken Joint ICRC-League
isolation. 3.1. ICRC, by armed conflict and working group on

2.2. Lack of profession- natural disaster ICRC assistance.
alism. 3.2. League, favours better plan-

2.3. Insufficient cooper- ning and proposes
ation between League 3.3. "Respective RC organ- the establishment of a
and ICRC. isations". joint League/ICRC

(pp. 20,21,24). study group.
3. In conclusion : (P. 21).

Positive view, but 
RC should adapt to 
changes in the inter
national environ
ment.
(pp. 25-27).



A.

Point No. V Assistance in the event of natural disaster

Section 1 ; Effectiveness of assistance activities
14.

Tansley’s Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1.

2.

A tendency at nation
al and international 
levels towards isol
ation from other 
actors, a reluctance 
to undertake joint 
operations.

The necessity, now 
that there are other 
actors in the inter
national system, for 
tetter international 
cooperation.
(pp. 26-27).

3. If RC seeks a leader- 3. On the national level 3. RC should seek to 3. The League thinks
ship role it will have several NS are leading establish itself as the that this could be the
to work out arrange- organisaticns in their leading NGO within result of effective
ments for closer countries. (Special whatever (international work by RC movement,
cooperation. status as auxiliaries disaster relief) system but that pre-eminence
(p. 74). to public authorities).

(p. 5).
evolves in future years.
(P. 74).

is not an aim in itself 
(p. 5) .



Point No. V Assistance in the event of natural disaster 15.

Section 2 ; Limiting interventions to the emergency phase

A. Tansley’s Analysis B. Document’s Analysis C. Tansley’s Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. RC obtains best 
results in the 
emergency phase (of 
conflicts, natural 
disasters, epidemics) 
(p. 25).

2. A tendency within the 
movement to act after 
the emergency phase 
because of :

2.1. - contributions
which are surplus 
after the emerge
ncy,

2.2. - donor-initiated
development 
projects 
(pp. 76-77).

1. It is difficult to 
define objectively 
the end of the 
emergency phase.

1.1. The emergency phase 
often, but not 
always, ends when 
governmental help 
arrives
- bilaterally or
- through inter

governmental 
agencies.

1.2. The emergency phase 
can also be consid
ered to have ended 
when specific RC 
assistance services 
are no longer nece
ssary.
(p. 6).

See D.1.1.

1. RC at all levels should 
confine itself to the 
emergency phase.

2.1. As for surplus funds, 
RC should transfer 
them to other agencies 
more qualified in 
rehabilitation.

2.2. On donor-initiated 
projects the League, 
ICRC and donor NS 
should agree on a 
general policy and 
binding guidelines, 
(pp. 76-77).

1.1. It should be 
possible to define 
the emergency phase 
by the type of serv
ices provided by 
RC.

1.2. We should like to 
see more emphasis 
on the quality of 
the services and 
less upon their 
variety.

2. Surplus funds after 
the end of the 
emergency phase 
should be used for 
developing the disas
ter preparedness of 
the NS concerned. 
(P. 6).

Joint ICRC-League 
working group on 
assistance.



Point No. V Assistance in the event of natural disaster 16.

Section 3 : fampæ ; policy and work of National Societies

A. Tansley's Analysis B, Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Folicw-up

1. The scope and complex
ity of recent major 
famines have drawn 
all outside agencies 
into basic develop
ment problems. PC has 
thus become involved in 
some countries in long
term activities.
(P. 25).

2. A likelihood of famine 
in many parts of the 
world - RC asked to 
intervene - necessity 
for a clear RC policy. 
(P. 77).

The definition of RC 
responsibilities and the 
formulation of practical 
measures are subjects 
which receive attention 
from the League and many 
NS.
(P. 6).

C.f. Resolution XII of 
the XXXIII rd session 
of the Board of Governors, 
1975.

1. Basic criterion for RC : 
temporary or special
ised nature of action.

2. NS receiving the move
ment's assistance should 
be consulted ; it knows 
what is possible.

3. Amongst the different 
tasks of NS :

3.1. Famine "early warning 
system" by volunteers 
in cooperation with NGO

3.2. Alerting their gover
nments and putting 
pressue on them to 
accept international 
aid.
(P. 77).

In order to bring a more 
professional approach to 
the problems of nutrition, 
the establishment at the

C.f. Resolution 
No. IV of the 
International 
Conference at

League of a new post of 
Nutrition Adviser.

Bucharest, 1977.

(p. 6).

Joint ICRC-League 
working group on 
assistance.
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Point No. V Assistance in the event of natural disaster 17.

Section 4 : Effectiveness at the international level

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document’s Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. Administration of 
disaster relief on 
the scale now required 
demands careful 
planning and profess
ional execution.
Yet at the national 
and international 
levels some of the 
methods used are those 
of 20 years ago.

2. In the case of the 
League the lack of
a mandate and inade
quate resources of 
staff, facilities 
and programmes have 
restricted its 
opportunities to 
professionalise to 
the degree now 
required.
(pp. 26 - 27).

1. The League does not 
see serious problems 
in this field. The 
organisation of the 
work is not static. 
Furthermore, a certain 
turnover of staff 
ensures that existing 
methods are looked at 
appraisingly. 
(P. 7).

The League would profit 
from a systems analysis 
of its relief bureau, such 
as would lead to impro
vements in statistics, 
communications and informa
tion-handling, and therefore 
to more effective and 
humane aid to the victims. 
(P. 78).

1. The League recognises 
the need to improve 
the information 
support for disaster 
relief operations - 
and preparedness - 
particularly to pro-i 
vide information more 
quickly to the public 
whose support is 
indispensable. It has 
been decided to create 
the post of Relief 
Information Officer 
in the Secretariat. 
(P. 7).



Point No. V Assistance in the event of natural disaster 18.

A. Tansley's Analysis

Section 5 : financing of Red Cross assistance activities

B. Document’s Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E, Follow-up

1. Most NS and the League 
only raise funds after 
a disaster.

2. It has not generally 
been considered that 
governments or even 
segments of the public 
could contribute or 
guarantee contribu
tions to a fixed level, 
kncwing that disasters 
will happen.
(P. 27).

The present system of 
financing "ad hoc" 
should continue, but it 
is advisable to consider 
other supplementary 
neasures.
(P. 7).

1. RC should strengthen 
its existing guarantee 
schemes in order to give 
it a greater inmediate 
response capacity.

2. Secondly, FC might tap 
more systematically the 
resources of governments. 
NS could intervene with 
their governments.

2.1. Governments could 
participate in an 
IRC guarantee scheme.

2.2. Governments could 
set aside for RC a 
percentage of their 
budgetary allotment 
for disasters.
(P. 81).

1.

2.

The League is at 
present discussing 
nethods of enlarging 
its financial guarantee 
scheme, which is now 
4 years old.

There is a need for a 
reserve fund for 
disaster assistance. 
NS, foundations and 
other sources could 
be approached for the 
initial financing and 
subsequent replenis
hing of such a fund. 
But it is a difficult 
long-term undertaking, 
(pp. 7-8).

Joint ICRC-League 
working group on 
assistance.
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Point No. V Assistance in the event of natural disaster

Section 6 : Personnel and professionalism

—“TH

19.

A. Tansley’s Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. Necessity for 
professionalism in 
RC.
C.f. Sections 1 and 4.

2. RC should be capable 
of benefitting from 
the experience of 
other organisations.

3. Furthermore, assist
ance no longer means 
rushing supplies of 
food, medicaments, 
etc.. It is a complex 
and specialised 
function involving a 
range of activities 
and careful planning. 
(P. 75).

1. The League thinks that 
too much emphasis can 
never be placed on the 
importance of voluntary 
service in assistance 
activities. The FC 
movement is based on 
well trained and 
available volunteers.

2. In short, there is no 
contradiction between 
professionalism and 
volunteerism. They 
are complementary.

1. RC should profession
alise those assistance 
activities which do not 
depend on volunteers. 
It should distinguish 
clearly between its 
professional and other 
activities.

2. A major raison d'etre 
of the Geneva insti
tutions is to supply 
professional staff.

3. Professionalism is also 
necessary at the 
national level.
(pp. 74-75).

Nil.



Point No. V Assistance in the event of natural disaster 20.

Section 7 ; Style of operations in developing countries

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. The root problem seems 
to be to know how to 
break away from a 
"charity" approach and 
to preserve the dignity 
of the recipients.
(NS) .

2. Third World NS are 
increasingly unhappy 
with the necessity of 
accepting delegates 
from donor NS or the 
League.
(P. 27).

The League Secretariat 
has been endeavouring to 
work along the lines of 
the Tansley proposals, 
but it is handicapped 
by the capacity and 
willingness to cooperate 
of NS participating in 
planning and carrying out 
relief actions.

1. The "charity" approach 
should be replaced by 
the social security 
approach where assist
ance is a matter of 
right.
(P. 51).

2. Donor NS should ask 
whether they pay enough 
attention to the aspir
ations of developing 
country NS :

- in sharing planning 
decisions,

- in handing over respon
sibility to local 
personnel,

- in using non-European 
League delegates.
(p. 77-78).

Nil.
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Point No. V Assistance in the event of natural disasters 21.

Section 8 ; A wider view of possibilities

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley1s Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. Generally in assist
ance RC is no longer 
the pioneer it was. 
It is reluctant to 
innovate and take 
risks.
(pp. 50, 76) .

2. From various views 
expressed during the 
re-appraisal there is 
a general tendency 
on the part of 
governments and others 
to accept a more 
activist posture by 
RC in the assistance 
field.
(p. 76).

The League agrees with 
Tansley that "RC should 
take a wider view of the 
possibilities open to it 
in the assistance field", 
provided that it stays 
within its capacity and 
its fields of ooripetence.

One of the most inportant 
possibilities is to be a 
spokesman or advocate for 
those who have no other 
way of making their plight 
known and thus seeking 
assistance.
(p. 9).

1. RC should take a wider 
view of the possibilities 
open to it in the 
assistance field.

2. RC makes progress, but 
could do more :

2.1. - as spokesman for the
victims,

2.2. - by persuading govern
ments to accept 
international relief,

2.3. - by alerting public
opinion to the incre
asing hardships in 
the Third World,

1. At the international 
level RC should use 
its considerable 
influence on behalf 
of those vho are,
or may become, 
victims of natural 
disasters.

2. At the local level 
this influence could 
be used in various 
ways :

- to prevent disasters,

- or to minimise 
their effects.

(P. 9).

2.4. - in making available 
to governments the 
expertise of univer
sities and internat
ional organisations,

2.5. - in being the leader 
of NGDs.
(P. 79).



Point No. V Assistance in the event of natural disaster 22.

Section 9 : collaboration with other institutions

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

A weakness of RC is its 
tendency to isolation 
from other organisations 
working in the relief 
field at local and 
international level. 
Ihere are exceptions 
(WHO, UNICEF), but 
relations with UNDRO are 
inadequate.
(p. 26).

The League emphatically 
rejects Tansley's 
criticism of its relations 
with UNDRO and other UN 
organisations generally 
both in the field and at 
the international level, 
(pp. 11-12).

1. Closer cooperation with 
UNDRO, particularly in 
using its ccmnunications 
network.
(p. 79).

2. Collaboration in infor
mation with UN agencies, 
World Bank, universities, 
research institutes, 
etc...

3. Close cooperation in 
research at field level 
with UN agencies, such 
as UNDRO, WHO, UNICEF 
and the Regional 
Economic Corrmissions. 
(P. 79).

Nil.



Point No. V Assistance in the event of natural disaster

Section 9 : International Relief Convention

23.

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D- Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

Tansley menticns a relief 
convention of the 192Os 
which was proposed, but 
which did not receive the 
support of many govern
ments. He also recalls 
the Principles and Rules 
for RC Disaster Relief 
approved by governments 
at International Confer
ences of the RC in 1969 
and 1973, but which have 
not -always been honoured, 
(p. 80).

The League and ICRC 
set out the obstacles 
which such a Convention 
would place in the path 
of the RC.
(P. 14).

The League and the ICRC 
possibly in cooperation 
with UNDRO might con
sider taking the lead in 
the creation of an 
International Relief 
Convention for natural 
disasters and conflicts, 
(p. 80).

1. The two Geneva 
Institutions have 
undertaken a perm
anent study of the 
subject with all those 
who give their atten
tion to continually 
improving the 
effectiveness of 
international natural 
disaster relief 
actions.

2. On the other hand, the 
idea of an Interna
tional Relief Conven
tion is turned down, 
(pp. 15-16).

C.f. Resolutions
Nos. V and VI
of the International
Conference at
Bucharest, 1977,

Nevertheless, 
the League will 
undertake a study 
on the protection 
of natural disaster 
victims.



Point No. V Assistance in the event of natural disaster 24.

Section 11 : Capacity of National Societies

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

RC suffers from serious 
weaknesses. The first of 
which is the low capacity 
of a number of NS, 
particularly in 
disaster-prone countries, 
(p. 26).

Nil. It is not possible to 
provide within the report 
a blueprint for action 
for each NS, but certain 
guidelines can be 
follcwed..............The major
responsibilities lie at 
national and local level.
(p.80)

See also:
A new development process 
(p. 85 to 91).

See Point VII.



Point No. VI (1) Services to the Community

Section 1 : impact

25.

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document’s Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D- Document's Suggestions . Follew-up

1. Despite the devotion 
and the efforts 
expended, the work of 
NS in health and social 
welfare is only marg
inal and its impact
on the population 
insignificant. This 
follows from their 
approach to these 
activities, which is 
based on charity 
rather than promoting 
health and social 
welfare.

2. There is no question 
of seeking a cciiimon 
pattern for these 
activities. They 
arise from local 
needs.
(pp. 28-29-81).

1. The League considers 
that the Tansley 
Report's criticisms 
have some validity. 
Its approach has its 
uses, but the crite
rion of efficiency is 
not the only one. 
These activities allow 
large numbers of 
people to give useful 
help to others.

2. At the same time it 
is wrong to give this 
work a secondary 
place :

2.1. it is the daily 
work of NS,

2.2. this activity 
relieves human 
suffering everywhere.

Needs must be identified 
at local level, taking 
account of the impact of 
the action to be taken, 
(p. 82).

Nil. The Document con
fines itself to 
recalling Resolution 
No. 5 of the Board of 
Governors, 1975.
(p. 127).



Point No. VI (1) Services to the Community 26.

Section 2 : Insertion in the national plan

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Folicw-up

The majority of NS work 
without any relationship 
to the national plan. 
However, some NS working 
within the national 
plan have achieved a 
greater inpact and 
better results.
(p. 29).

Nil. 1. PC activities must be 
complementary and 
supplementary. (This is 
the role of an auxiliary 
to the public authorities, 
expressed in the princi
ple of independence). 
(p. 82).

Nil. C.f. Resolution 
No XV adopted by 
the International 
Conference, 
Bucharest, 1977.

2. PC should fill the gap 
and then hand the work 
over to other institu
tions, leaving it free 
to turn its attention 
to other needs which 
are not being met.



Point No. VI (1) Services to the conrnunity 27.

Section 3 : planning and evaluation by the National Societies

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley’s Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. NS are generally 
deficient :

- in planning

- in evaluating their 
activities.

Hie reason is the 
poverty of many NS, 
but it is not the 
only one.

Whatever resources 
are available, it is 
a matter of choosing 
the activities which 
give the best result. 
(P. 29).

Nil. See Section 2. Nil. See Resolution
No. XVII adopted 
by the International 
Conference, 
Bucharest, 1977.



Point NO. VI (1) Services to the comnunity 28

Section 4 : error of vision

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. In certain cases NS 
do not respond to real 
needs because they 
do not perceive them.

2. In other cases they use 
the wrong techniques 
because the nature of 
the needs escapes them.

Similar mistakes are 
made in rural areas. 
The needs of local 
coinnunities are 
ignored or the NS do 
not know how to avoid 
the mistrust of rural 
comnunities. The 
psychological factor 
is under-estimated, 
(pp. 29-30).

Helping to meet the 
health and welfare needs 
of rural comnunities is 
not a new activity, but 
one on which increasing 
emphasis is being placed 
in the field of primary 
healtli care.
(p. 128).

1.

2

In developing countries 
to recruit volunteers 
from these comnunities 
and train them in the 
field of first aid and 
home nursing. These 
volunteers would be in 
charge of rural health 
posts, which could at 
the same time be useful 
in case of disasters.

In countries other 
than those with pressing 
rural health needs the 
idea can be applied to 
marginal and slum 
comnunities ■ 
(p. 84). ?

Resolution No 5 of 
the Board of Governors, 
1975 : "calls on ...
to elaborate and 
implement measures for 
the participation of 
the League and NS ... 
in elementary medical 
assistance in rural 
and urban slum areas", 
(p. Ï26E——

See: Resolution 
XVII, 23rd Int. 
Conf., Bucharest, 
1977.



Point No. VT (1) 29.Services to the community

Section 5 : National Societies too closed

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. Leaders and members 
are recruited frctn
a restricted - often 
urban - background, 
(p. 30).

2. Strong NS draw their 
leadership and 
membership from a 
broad geographic 
and social base.
(P. 94).

(C.f. Point XII 
Section 3).

Nil. Implicit in A.2. Nil.



Point No. VI (1) Services to the caimunity

Section 6 ; Blood transfusion

30.

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document’s Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document’s Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. Almost all the NS 
studied are active in 
the field of blood 
transfusion. Their 
contribution varies. 
This activity is 
considered one of the 
best of all corcnunity 
services.

2. NS are better placed 
to recruit donors 
than the State.
(p. 30).

The Garments in the 
Tansley Report on blood 
transfusion confirm 
existing policy. One can 
quote frcm Resolution 
No. 18 of the XXIInd 
International Conference 
at Teheran, 1973. 
(pp. 127-128).

Every NS should be 
encouraged to participate 
in the gift of blood, a 
gift that is both practical 
and symbolic.
(p. 83).

Nil. See Resolution
No. XVI adopted 
by the International 
Conference, 
Bucharest, 1977.



Point No. VI (1) Services to the conmunity 31.

Section 7 : First Aid

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. First aid was carried 

on by virtually all NS 
studied. It is one of 
the few activities 
still related to the 
original purpose
of RC : to prepare 
for emergency action.

2. One criticism would be 
that advantage had 
not been taken of the 
opportunity provided 
by first aid to give 
training in hygiene 
and the principal 
health problems, 
particularly in the 
developing countries, 
(p. 30).

Resolution No. 5 of the 
Board of Governors, 1975, 
(also quoted in Section 
4) recommends inter 
alia that NS should 
"increase their aid to 
health bodies by training 
first aiders".
(p. 127).

See Section 4. Nil.



Point No. VI (2) 32.Development

Section 1 : Donor influence

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

C.f. Point V, Section 2

1. A major shortcoming
is that the donor 
is the major decision
maker (League, NS 
or ICRC).

2. Another shortcoming is 
that the various 
donors often act 
independently.

3. The beneficiary NS 
are often no consulted 
about their real needs

Hie League does not 
consider that it is a 
major problem, but 
recognises that it is a 
subjective question. 
What is irrportant is for 
the different partners 
in development to deepen 
their mutual unders
tanding and to be 
particularly conscious 
of their responsibilities 
to each other.

See Section 4. See Section 4. Joint ICRC-League 
working group on 
the development 
of National 
Societies.

4. Certain NS, which are 
in the greatest need, 
receive no help.

5. NS being helped 
finally think of the 
development as being 
a Geneva respon
sibility, rather than 
their own.
(p. 86).



33.Point No. VI (2) Development

Section 2 : Purpose of assistance

A, Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. If there are devel
opment projects, they 
are limited and not 
concerned with the NS 
as a vhole.

2. Most frequently the aid 
given consists of 
foodstuffs available 
for disposal. Thus the 
NS is a "hand-out" 
agency without a plan, 
without a follow-up, 
without purpose, 
without iirpact.

3. The one form of help 
for tire development 
of NS as a whole is 
the training insti
tutes.
(p. 86).

It is wrong to conclude 
that the relationship 
between the purposes of 
development assistance 
and the forms which that 
assistance takes is 
unclear.
•International development 
efforts generally do not 
take place in ideal 
conditions.
(p. 131).

1. Acceptance of the basic 
role will give a clearer 
purpose to development ; 
giving the NS the capacity 
to act in case of natural 
disaster or conflict.

-2. For all NS preparedness 
must include : plans for 
intervention in case of 
disaster or conflict, 
agreements with govern
ments and other agencies, 
supplies, equipment, 
training of personnel 
and of the public. 
Reference is made to 
the Symposium on 
Development, Montreux, 
1975.
(pp. 87-88).

Considerable improvements 
are possible in the 
majority of cases. This 
is one of the major 
factors responsible for 
the decision already 
taken to seek support 
for a list of development 
projects thoroughly 
prepared, which reflect 
careful assessment and 
resources required, 
(p. 131).

Joint ICRC-League 
working group on 
the development 
of National 
Societies.



Point No. VI (2) Development 34.

Section 3 : Choice at the time of assistance

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. Help is normally given 
after a NS becomes a 
member of the League.

2. And often after a 
disaster - with the 
aid of unspent funds. 
(P. 87) 

The League does not share 
Tansley's reservations 
about timing. Substantial 
assistance has been, 
and continues to be given 
to NS in process of 
formation.
(p. 131).

There are obvious advant
ages in making NS in 
formation the first 
development target. At 
least this group should 
not be neglected. In other 
respects one should not 
await the onset of a 
disaster.
(P. 87).

Each NS is strongly 
encouraged to establish 
its own development plan, 
(p. 131) .

Joint ICRC-League 
working group on 
the development 
of National 
Societies.



Point No. VI (2) Development 35.

Section 4 : Regional planning conmittees

A. Tansley’s Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

The problems arising from 
donor-domination and a 
tendency to think of the 
development programme as 
a Geneva exercise have 
already been considered 
in Section 1.
(p. 86) .

The need for coordination 
at regional level has made 
itself felt at the League. 
Three objectives :

- to encourage cooperation 
within regions,

- to present participating 
NS with a clear overall 
picture of the priority 
needs of developing NS,

- to establish the Plan 
and Budget with priority 
needs in mind.

The League is not convin
ced of the merits of 
setting up Regional 
Planning Carmittes for 
a number of reasons, the 
main one being given by 
Tansley (Column C).
(pp. 131-132).

The idea of the Montreux 
Symposium : the establish
ment of Regional Planning 
Conmittees composed of 
NS in a given region and 
charged with the function 
of deciding which NS most 
needed help and of what 
kind. The idea is equally 
valid for the old Societies.

Danger - the formation of 
political groupings.
Hie establishment of such 
conmittees would have to 
be controlled by the League, 
(pp. 88-89).

Other methods exist of 
planning in a regional 
context, based on 
decentralisation, as 
opposed to regionalisa
tion. System proposed 
at the Regional Confe
rence for Asia and the 
Pacific 1977 : NS in the 
region will provide 
the League Secretariat 
with lists of activities 
they perform best, and 
saying how they think 
they can help sister NS, 
with logistic support 
from the League.
(p. 132).

Joint ICRC-League 
working group on 
the development 
of National 
Societies.



Point No. VI (2) Development 36.

Section 5 : collaboration between the ICRC arid the League

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Folicw-up

1. The basic role is 
the focus of develop
ment, involving both 
protection and 
assistance.

2. At the Xth Internationa' 
Conference of the RC, 
1921, a resolution 
dealt with the resp
onsibility of a NS
in civil war. However, 
too little thought 
has been given to the 
problem since, 
(p. 89).

Cooperation in 
development between 
the League and ICRC 
already exists to a 
certain extent.
(p. 118) .

1. The Geneva institutions 
must cooperate in the 
work of the Regional 
Planning Committees by :

- deciding on activities 
within the basic role,

- reconciling competing 
demands from the 
regions,

- fund-raising,

2. Development becomes a 
joint responsability
of the two institutions.

3. ICRC should study the 
question of NS respon- 
sabilities in time of 
conflict, together with 
NS and the League.
(pp. 89-90) .

1. The two institutions 
are in the course of 
inproving their coopera
tion in development 
assistance. ICRC will 
take an active part.

2. The two institutions 
should unite their 
efforts :

Joint ICRC-League 
working group on 
the development 
of National 
Societies.

2.1. - in the disseminatior
of IHL,

2.2. - in the preparation
of NS for activi
ties in time of 
conflict or 
disturbances.

ICRC accepts Tansley's 
suggestion of publishing 
a Practical Guide for the 
Use of NS in Time of 
Conflict. The League will 
be associated with its 
preparation.

See Programme of
Action of the
Red Cross with 
respect to 
dissemination of 
I.H.L. and the 
principles and 
ideals of the
Red Cross 
(1978-1981).

Work in progress.



Point No. VI (2) Development 37.

Section 6 : Joint regional offices (Point XIII, Section 5)

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

Development is a joint 
responsibility of the 
ICRC and League.
(P. 89).

1. ICRC is determined to 
involve itself to a 
greater extent than in 
the past in the work 
of developing NS.

2. But in its opinion the 
solution is not the 
creation of Joint 
Regional Offices, 
because :

- the sites are chosen 
by reason of the 
different work of the 
two institutions,

- the requirements of 
its protection and 
assistance functions 
for victims of armed 
conflicts prevent 
the sharing of joint 
premises.

3. The League understands 
this point of view, 
but considers that it 
need not entirely rule 
out this solution, 
(pp. 119-120).

1. Hie cooperation between 
the ICRC and League 
should be closer.
(p. 90) .

2, Hiis should start in 
the field by the opening 
of Joint Regional Offices 
under the banner of the 
IRC. According to Tansley, 
many advantages flow from 
strengthening the concept 
of IRC, even the idea 
that these offices could 
eventually serve as a 
secretariat for the 
Regional Planning 
Committees.
(p. 90).

It is however desirable to 
strengthen the general 
cooperation in the fields 
of :

- exchange of information,

- broader training of 
delegates,

etc.
(p. 120).

Joint ICRC-League 
working group on 
the development 
of National 
Societies.



Point No. VI (3) Youth 38.

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

It is difficult to find 
grounds for retaining 
the Youth Bureau as a 
separate unit : youth 
need to be integrated 
into RC, not isolated, 
(p. 106).

Tansley's analysis is 
based on information 
taken iron one of the 
background papers. 
Their basis is a sample 
limited in space and time 
He looks at the problem 
very briefly.

To re-direct the excellent 
talents and enthusiasm of 
the Youth Bureau into the 
broader field of development 
that is to say the recruitm
ent, motivation, training 
and involvement of members : 
the promotion of voluntary 
services generally.

These needs seem to be 
greater for most NS than 
special programmes for 
youth.
(p. 106).

Three desirable lines of 
approach :

1. To strengthen the 
educational role of RC 
in relation to young 
people, including those 
outside the school system.

2. Research in pedagogic 
terms to harmonise youth 
programmes with those of 
service to society.

3. To do this it becomes 
essential to train those 
responsible for educat
ion and initiation in 
the service of RC and 
constantly to adapt 
methods to new situations.

These require structural 
elements to be built into 
RC as a whole.
(pp. 137-138).

C.f. Resolution
No. XIX adopted 
by the International 
Conference, Bucharest 
1977.



Point No. VII Pre-disaster planning 39.

A. Tansley's Analysis

1. The League above all 
and certain NS recogni
se that ad hoc respon
ses are no longer 
enough. There must be 
advance planning. But 
this opinion is not 
shared by the movement 
as a whole.

Inability to take a 
"macro-approach", that 
is a permanent state 
of preparedness.
(p. 26).

2. Very rare : thorough 
evaluaticn of an 
assistance action
at the internatio
nal level.
(P. 49).

Section 1 : general

B. Document's Analysis

Tansley has no definitien 
of the term "prepared
ness". Proposed 
definition is taken iron 
a publication of the 
League, VHO and the 
Economic and Social 
Commission for Asia and 
the Pacific entitled 
"Guidelines for Disaster 
Prevention and 
Preparedness in Tropical 
Cyclone Areas" :

"Disaster preparedness 
can be described as an 
action

- designed to minimise 
loss of life and 
damage,

- to organise and
facilitate ... rescue, 
relief and 
rehabilitation __

C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Folicw-up

1. Pre-disaster planning 1. The League and ICRC Joint ICRC-League
should include : share Tansley's working group

opinions. on assistance.
1.1. natural disasters and

conflicts, 2. Priority for action 
in emergency

1.2. donor and reipient NS, situations.

1.3. the League and ICRC. 3. It is necessary to 
find a balance

2. If the importance of between integration
planning were recognised in national and
it would inply : international plans

¿and the independence
2.1. a macro-approach, of RC.

2.2. increased professicna- 4. RC has no monopoly
lism, to defend, but should 

develop its
2.3. closer contacts with effectiveness, based

other organisatiens, on specific and
universities and limited mandates.
research institutes, (pp. 39-40).

2.4. new approaches to 
financing.

(p. 75-76).



Point No. VII Pre-disaster planning 40

Section 2 : legislation

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. At the international 
level c.f. Point V 
Section 10.

2. At the national level 
c.f. Point V Section 
6, column A 3.

1. At the international 
level there are the 
Principles and Rules 
governing RC action, 
approved by the 
International 
Conference of RC, 
1969.

2. At the national level 
the basis for 
activities is the 
legislation 
regulating Government/ 
NS relations, if it 
exists.

At the international level 
the proposal of an 
International Relief 
Convention.
(C.f. Point V
Section 10).

1. The International 
Relief Convention 
does not seem to 
be desirable
(C.f. Point V 
Section 10).

2. At the national 
level the NS should 
stimulate legislatiln, 
if necessary with
the help of the League 
and/or ICRC.
(p. 41).



Point No. VII Pre-disaster planning 41.

Section 3 : forecast and alert

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Fol lew-up

Nil. 1. Forecasting disasters 
involves a highly 
sophisticated 
technology and 
demands very substa
ntial resources :
it is a task for 
governments and 
certain IGOs.

2. However, RC may plan 
an inportant role if 
it has a radio 
network, runners, 
messengers 
(volunteers).

The League should continue 
to expand its joint 
efforts with WMO and the 
UN Economic and Social 
Coirmission for Asia and 
the Pacific, for exairple, 
on scientific disaster 
warning systems and 
comnunity warning schemes. 
(P. 78).

Nil.

(pp. 41-42).



Point No. VII Pre-disaster planning 42.

Section 4 : Education and training of the population

A. Tansley*s Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document’s Suggestions E. Follcw-up

Nil. This field gives 
responsibilities to all 
RC organisations which 
can offer a substantial 
service.

Nil. NS, supported by the 
League, should increase 
their efforts in 
cooperation with 
governments in preparing 
the population to face 
natural disasters.
(P. 42).
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Section 5 : Operational plans

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

A key factor is the 
support of a national 
government. RC ( = 
League) has at times 
worked on pre-disaster 
plans with governments 
and NS.
(P. 78).

Reference is made to 
working relationships 
with a number of IGOs 
and regional bodies.

"Our cooperation and 
contacts with these 
organisations are 
satisfactory.
However ...."
(p. 43).

1. The League should expand 
its projects of 
assistance to disaster- 
prone countries by action 
at national rather than 
regional level. Longer 
assignments for delegates 
should be envisaged.

2. The benefits from joint 
UNDRO/League projects, 
with teams working for 
governments and NS, 
oould be considerable, 
(pp. 78-79).

1. Even if the main 
responsibility falls 
on the NS, the League 
and ICRC should help.

2. RC should also coordi
nate its activities 
with other national 
and international 
agencies - all the 
more so if the 
government does not 
provide this 
coordination.

3. Cooperation with 
UNDRO should be 
improved. This is the 
responsibility of the 
ICRC and League.
(P. 43).

Joint ICRC-League 
working group 
on assistance.

*



Point No. VII Pre-disaster planning 44.

Section 6 : Training of relief teams

A, Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

Insufficient awareness 
by PC of the advantages 
which could be obtained 
from other organisations 
acting in the field of 
relief and development. 
(Quoted in Point V) .
(p. 26).

It is necessary to 
distinguish :

1) training of perscnnel 
for particular tasks 
at national level ;

2) training of personnel 
for IRC missions.

The first category is 
the responsibility of
NS, with the help of the 
League.

The second category, 
confined to NS with the 
means, requires the 
cooperation of the League 
and ICRC, because the 
same delegates can give 
useful service in 
conflicts as in natural 
disasters.
(pp. 43-44).

A need exists for greater 
expertise in the field of 
pre-disaster planning. 
Generally the RC does not 
possess this expertise and 
should look to outside 
consultants. It should send 
delegates (or teams of 
delegates) having qualifi
cations in such subjects 
as economics, sociology 
and regional planning, 
(p. 78).

In this type of training 
the ICRC and League 
should take a stronger 
lead. A joint training 
group could be envisaged.

Einphasis should also be 
placed on the tracing of 
persons in natural 
disasters.
(P. 44).

Joint ICRC-League 
working group 
on assistance,.



Point No. VII Pre-disaster planning

Section 7 : Relief supplies

45.

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document’s Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E, Follow-up

The League has improved Relief supplies are The League should take The League can act as
the standardisation of provided from the similar initiatives a purchasing agent in
packaging and labelling following sources : extending to other other countries on
relief supplies, bottlenecks in the relief behalf of a NS, often
to cite only two - NS field. in cooperation with
examples. (p. 80) . ICRC. Stronger
(p. 26). - local purchases

- purchases made in other 
countries

- relief warehouses in 
other countries.

Many NS have no 
emergency stocks and need 
immediate supplies from 
the League and sister
NS.
(pp. 44-45).

cooperation in this 
field would be 
desirable.
(P. 45).
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Section 8 : Financing

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis

The need for a permanent 
and automatic funding 
of pre-disaster planning 
activities is evident. 
Furthermore, for the 
time being, it does 
not form part of the 
League's ordinary 
budget. (This is also 
the case for development)

Up to now these tv» have 
been financed separately 
by :

- a "special budget" for 
disaster preparedness,

- (an "extraordinary 
budget" for develop
ment) .

C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. It should be financed 
iron the ordinary 
budget.

2. Governments and IGOs 2. The League has
should be asked to decided that from
finance : 1978 :

2.1. core expenses for 2.1. the Secretariat's
the League Secre- basic costs for
tariat, disaster preparedness 

and development
2.2. and pre-disaster should be included

planning projects in the ordinary
which have been budget ;
thoroughly prepared.
(P. 79). 2.2. a list will be 

issued annually of 
specific development 
and disaster prep
aredness projects 
for which finance 
is sought.
(P. 114).



Point No. VIII Planning in the light of armed conflicts 47.

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. From an analysis of 1. No analysis of the 1. Planning to include : 1. The majority of the
the state of the world state of the world proposals are
today and the great today. - all types of disaster, applicable to all
probability of all - operating and sorts of disasters.
sorts of conflicts, 2.1. Most of the prepar- participating NS, (p. 40).
the RC is faced by a ations made by a NS - League and ICRC.
particular challenge. to deal with natural (P. 78). 2. Carmon elements : Joint ICRC-League
(pp. 58-59). disasters are also working group

valuable in the 2. Specific proposals : - legislation, on assistance.
2. The position of RC : event of conflicts. - education and train-

- financing to be obtained ning of the popul-
2.1.No joint League/ICRC 2.2. See the report of before conflicts and ation,

pre-disaster the seminar on the not limited to funds - operation plans,
preparedness activities of NS raised ad hoc ; recourse - training of relief
programme, in time of conflict, to governments, personnel,

1963. (P. 81). - tracing the missing,
2.2.Few NS ready for - closer cooperation

conflicts, 3. The League should take - closer cooperation between RC institu-
part in accordance between League, ICRC tions,

2.3.NO RC "macro- with Articles 5,l,j and and NS, - International Relief
approach", 5,l,i of its new (p. 81) . Convention undesi-

statutes. rable
2.4.However, ICRC has (pp. 45-46,20). - International Relief (pp. 41-46, 122).

strengthened its Convention.
professionalism and (p. 80) . 3. A practical guide Work in progress.
set up regional will be drawn up by
offices. 3. "Practical Guide to RC ICRC in cooperation

(pp. 25-26). action and performance" - with the League to
an up-to-date version give NS guidelines
of the Oxford Principles. for preparing for

• (p. 95) . conflict situations.
• (P. 46).



Point No. IX The ICRC and torture 48.

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

Nil. A brief allusion 
to the problem.
(p. 71).

1. ICRC states that it 
is deeply pre-occup
ied by the question 
of torture and recalls 
the text published
in tiie International 
Review in December 
1976 
(p. 105).

2. It takes stock of its 
action and its limit
ations .
(pp. 105 - 110 : 
full text from 
International 
Review).

Tansley advocates a public 
policy statement on the 
extent of torture in 
the world (and in 
particular a RC definition 
of’ psychological 
torture).
(p. 71).

ICRC wishes RC to find in 
the text of December 1976 
an inspiration to 
concerted action against 
torture and an appeal to 
die conscience of the 
world.
(pp. 105-110).

See Resolution
No. XIV adopted 
by the International 
Conference, 
Bucharest, 1977.

See document 
CD/4.5/1.



Point No. X The Red Cross and peace

Section I : History

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. Before World War I : 
declarations of opposite 
to war.

2. Between the two World
Wars :

- Resolutions and appeals in 
favour of peace,
- New notion of contribution 
to peace indirectly by
RC action.

3. After World War II :

- Appeals for more direct 
action in favour of peace,
- Condemnation of nuclear 
weapons,
- 1965 Principles,
- League motto.

4. The 1975 Belgrade program
me of action finally follows 
the tradition of indirect 
action.

5. Two new trends :

5.1. - to raise the work for 
peace to the level of a 
basic role,
5.2. - specific condemnations 
of aggression.
Ihis second trend meets with 
widespread opposition.
(pp. 36-37).



Point No. X The Red Cross and Peace 50.

Section 2 : definitions

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions , D. Document's Suggestions E, Follcw-up

1. Two definitions :

1.1. Absence of war or of 
widespread violence,

1.2. Absence of injustices 
or tensions which 
lead to violence, as 
well as the absence 
of violence itself.

2. For RC both definitions 
have been used at 
different times. The 
under-priveleged tend 
to define peace as the 
elimination of social 
injustices (1,2).
(pp. 38-39).

1. ICRC definition in its 
report to the Belgrade 
Conference, 1975.

2. ICRC believes that over 
and above differences 
of culture, religious 
beliefs and political 
convictions the members 
of RC are in agreement 
on certain essential 
points in this field, 
(p. 56).

Note : The definition 
presented at 
Belgrade by ICRC 
is close to that 
of Tansley in 
Column A, 1.2).

Nil. No real proposal , but 
the actual trends are :

- peace is not only the 
absence of open 
conflict (c.f. B,l).

- peace does not exist 
without social justice 
and respect for the 
human person.

(P. 57).



Point No. X Hie Red Cross and Peace 51.

Section 3 ; Direct contribution - Red Cross Resolutions and peace education

A, Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. Some support within RC 1. RC must explain why 1. RC should undertake an 1. RC should continue See Decisions
movement for resolution its preventitive action evaluation of the to explain that its Nos. 1 and 2 of the
as long as "politics" does not imply a resi- effectiveness of preventitive action Council of Delegates,
are avoided and gnation to war, hence resolutions adopted by does not imply resig- Bucharest, 1977.
"neutrality" maintained „ the RC resolutions. International Conferences. nation to war.
(p. 38) . (P. 57). (P. 41). (P. 57).

2. However, Tansley's 2. ICRC does not share 2. RC action should perhaps 2. Activities in education Setting up of a
assessment is that Tansley's scepticism be concentrated in the for peace should be Commission on the
these resolutions but the resolutions : field of education. increased throughout Red Cross and Peace.
receive even less the whole RC movement.
attention than those 2.1. - must be unanimous,
of the UN and he
seriously doubts 2.2. - must be kept in
their effectiveness. proper proportion,

both in their
3. Tansley is equally frequency and in Note : Although sceptical

sceptical about the their language. about the inpact of
effectiveness of 1 and 2, Tansley is
education for peace. 3. ICRC recalls all the however less so
(p. 41). activities in which about the field of

• RC can work for peace, education.
particularly in the
field of education,
and here again ICRC
does not share Tansley
scepticism
(pp. 57-59).



Point No. X The Red Cross and Peace 52.

Section 4 ; direct contribution by the taking up of positions against factors contributing to war

A. Tansley’s Analysis B, Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. Certain NS would like 
the RC to develop an 
additional direct 
action in mobilising 
opinion against 
named aggressors.

2. In RC the majority 
opinion is that such 
criticisms are 
incompatible with the 
idea of being "non
political" and "neutral1 
and therefore able to 
carry out the 
humanitarian 
activities of RC.

1. ICRC points out that 
Tansley only considers 
one form of direct 
action - criticising 
specific groups. 
There are others.

2. ICRC shares Tansley's 
view : the whole of 
the movement is 
against such action. 
It is contrary to the 
very life of RC.

3. Finally ICRC doubts 
the effectiveness of 
such denunciations.

1. RC should say that certain 
forms of direct action
for peace are incompatible 
with RC roles which are 
primary. Such action 
could only lead to the 
destruction of the 
protection and 
assistance activities.
(p. 40).

All RC direct action 
should be made subject 
to ;

- respect for the prin
ciples of the movement 
(above all, neutrality)

- activities on behalf 
of the victims.
(p. 60).



Point No. X The Red Cross and Peace 53.

Section 5 ; Direct contribution by action

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

Nil.
(C.f. Section 4,

Column Bl) : Tansley 
sees no direct contribu
tion except the 
denunciation of warmongers 
(p. 38).

1. There are other ways in 
which RC can act more 
directly for peace, for 
example by following 
the recommendations
of Resolution 21 of 
the XXIst International 
Conference, 1969.

2. It is a principal and 
not a secondary 
activity even if it is 
not "a separate func
tion parallel to or 
of the same nature 
as" the traditional 
activities of RC.
(pp. 60-61).

Nil. Nil.

(ICRC implicitly pro
poses to continue its 
direct actions for 
peace as it has done 
on several occasions 
in the past).
(P. 61).



Point No. X The Red Cross and Peace 54.

Section 6 : indirect contribution through humanitarian action

A . Tansley’s Analysis B. Docrument's Analysis C. Tansley's Sugges tions D. Document' s Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. RC thinks of its 1. ICRC recalls tlie pract- RC should evaluate the ICRC wishes to follow See Council of
functions ical activities iirpact of its indirect Tansley's proposals. Delegates,

presented at Belgrade action for peace and no It recalls that its Bucharest, 1977:
- in protection, as contributing to longer merely speak in most outstanding Decision No. 2

peace. general terms of the thinkers (Henry Dunant, on founding a
- in assistance, Examples : contribution to peace Max Huber) have already Conmission on

made by its humanitarian done so. Red Cross and
- in welfare - NS assistances to activities. (p. 58) . Peace.

victims belonging to (p. 40).
as contributing indirectly the adverse party,
to peace. This is a matter
of claim eind belief. - Interventions designed
(P 38) . to secure tlie applica

tion of IHL and respect
2. I lows ver, this second- for the principle of

ary objective is not 
necessarily achieved.

humanity,

It depends on certain - support by NS for a
conditions for the neutral intermediary,
activity, which call such as ICRC, to encou-
for an evaluation. rage a resumption of
If PC assistance talks between
offends the sensibilit- belligerents.
ies of victims or (p. 58).
governments, if an 
activity is turned away 2. Like Tansley, ICRC Spp doci niient
from protection, that favours evaluation and CD/5.2/1 

report of thedoes not make a contri
bution to peace.

planning of RC efforts 
for peace through its

(p. 40). traditional tasks.
(p. 59).



Point No. XI Emblems 55.

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. Short general account 
of the development 
from the one emblem 
to the present three, 
(pp. 125-126).

2. He regrets the depart
ure iron the single 
emblem and expresses 
the need for change 
from the present 
multiplicity of 
emblems which :

2.1. - flaunt the
principles of 
inpartiality, 
universality, etc.,

2.2. - suggest disunity
etc.

(p. 126).

The document refers 
to the Tansley Report, 
but makes no real 
analysis.
(P. 51).

1.1. To return to the 
original symbol

1.2. To adopt a single 
new symbol

1.3. To use the original 
symbol as the dominant 
one and permit each NS 
to add its own

1.4. To admit all further 
symbols.

Transley prefers 1.3.

2. The Tansley Report 
suggests that RC should 
tackle the problem 
without reference to 
governments.
(pp. 126-127).

1. The document mentions 
Tansley's four solu
tions . Its preferences 
are first for 1.1. and 
second for 1.3.

2. The ICRC and League 
follow Tansley's 
proposal. They 
favour the creation 
of a Working Group.

The Council of
Delegates, at 
Bucharest, in 1977, 
decided to set up 
a working group 
composed of the 
ICRC, League, 
H.D.I. and nine 
National Societies.

See joint ICRC-League 
circular No. 69 of 
11 June, 1979.



Point No. XII 56.National Societies : strengths and weaknesses

Section 1 : lack of precise aim throughout the National Society

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

Weaknesses

Lack of cohesion of mo- Nil. C.f. Section 9 Nil. A handbook on
vement, lack of basic "The Red Cross
role. Growing in peacetime" will
diversification of be drafted by
activities. All this is the League, with
at worst a threat of ICRC co-operation.
disintegration, at A draft will be
least a diminution of submitted to the
RC universality. October 1979
(P. 47). meeting of the 

expert group on
Strengths dissemination.

Strong NS have a clear 
idea of vhat they are 
trying to do. They are 
aware of their goals at 
the national and 
international level. 
This sense of purpose 
is shared by all 
members of the NS.
(p. 93).

•



Point No. XII National Societies : strengths and weaknesses 57.

Section 2 ; choice of activities

A. Tansley’s Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

Weaknesses

In sone NS many activities 
are sporadic and ad hoc, 
or concentrated in urban 
areas.

Lack of planning and 
critical analysis, 
leading to marginal and 
irrelevant activities.

Inability to link these 
activities to those of 
other organisations.
(pp. 47-48, 93).

Strengths

Activities are planned 
and eveluated. Strong 
NS define needs, work 
out an approach and 
subsequently assess the 
results.

If necessary, they call 
in outside experts.
(pp. 93-94) .

Nil. C.f. Section 9 Nil.



Point No. XII National Societies : strengths and weaknesses 58.

A. Tansley's Analysis

Weaknesses

Section 3 : membership recruitment and governing structures

B. Document's Analysis C, Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Fol lew-up

Nil. C. f. Section 9. Nil.

In many NS leadership 
constitutes the main 
weakness : leaders and 
volunteers are drawn 
from a narrow segment of 
the population. On paper 
the governing structure is 
too complicated and changes 
too frequently. In practice 
decisions are taken by a 
small number without 
consultation at 
"grassroots" level. *Ihe 
definition of membership 
is unclear.
(pp. 48, 93).

Strengths

In strong NS :

- Decision-making is widely 
shared,

- Leadership and nember- 
ship are a true 
reflection of the 
population.

(p. 94).



Point No. XII National Societies : strengths and weaknesses 59.

Section 4 ; personnel

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

Weaknesses

A core of full-time 
professional staff is 
the most decisive factor 
in developing at NGO. 
Almost all NS lack this 
asset.

Strengths

A NS has everything to 
gain from having a strong 
professional staff. 
Gertain weak NS have 
asked for financial aid 
from their governments 
or sister NS. Others use 
the services of part- 
time volunteers.
(p. 94).

Nil. C.f. Section 9 Nil.



Point No. XII National Societies : strengths and weaknesses 60.

A. Tansley's Analysis

Weaknesses

PC seems reluctant to 
cooperate with others 
in its field of endeavour. 
A misuse of the principle 
of independence.

Few NS draw on professional 
or technical expertise 
outside RC.
(pp. 48, 50, 93).

Strengths

Strong NS work closely 
with other organisations
(UN, governments, 
national voluntary 
agencies).

They make use of 
outside
experts.
(P. 95).

Section 5 ; Insufficient external collaboration

B. Document's Analysis

Nil.

C. Tansley's Suggestions

C.f. Section 9.

D. Document's Suggestions

Nil.

E. Follow-up



Point No. XII National Societies : strengths and weaknesses 61.

Section 6 : National Society independence

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document’s Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

Weaknesses

The NS is controlled or 
dominated by the 
government.
(P. 93).

Strengths

Strong NS, while working 
closely with their 
governments, have 
maintained their indep. 
endence. This is only 
possible if the NS and 
its services command 
a wide respect. The 
strength of the NS is 
increased if its 
leadership and member
ship are broadly based. 
(P. 95).

Nil. C.f. Section 9. Nil.



Point No. XII National Societies : strengths and weaknesses

Section 7 : financing

62.

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

Weaknesses

Many NS think first of 
financing and then of 
activities.

Few think of inproving 
their financial 
resources or putting 
them on a more 
permanent basis.
(pp. 48, 93) .

Strengths

Strong NS, even if they 
lack resources, finance 
their activities on a 
rational basis : state 
concessions, contractual 
arrangements for certain, 
services. Imaginative 
fund raising campaigns, 
systematic financing. 
(P. 94).

Nil. C. f. Section 9. Nil.
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section 8 : Understanding of Red Cross principles, functions and structure

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D- Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

Weaknesses

Leaders and members of NS 
know little of matters 
outside their own activity 
Some make no distinction 
between the League and 
ICRC etc.

Although constant 
reference is made to the 
seven PC principles the 
content and meaning of 
those principles are 
not well understood.

Failure to accept RC 
responsibilities.
(pp. 49, 93).

Strengths

Strong NS encourage the 
understanding of RC 
principles, functions 
and organisation.

They .participate actively 
in the affairs of the 
League.

They support the work of 
ICRC - and the weak NS.

(p. 95).

Nil. C. f. Section 9 . Nil.



Point No. XII National Societies : strengths and weaknesses 64.

A. Tansley's Analysis

Weaknesses

The RC movement generally 
lacks the will to inprove 
it rests on its laurels 
(according to many 
outside observers) and 
is no longer a pioneer, 
(p. 50).

Strengths

This criticism does not 
apply to every part of 
the movement - witness 
the Re-appraisal itself, 
(p. 50) .

Section 9 : self-satisfaction

B. Document's Analysis

Nil.

C. Tansley's Suggestions

What is lacking is a 
practical guide to RC 
action and performance, 
an up-to-date version of 
what are called the 
"Oxford Principles" (1946) 
with many more specific 
guidelines which NS could 
apply.
(P- 95).

D. Document's Suggestions

Nil.

E. Follow-up

See. p. 56.



Point No. XIII Relations between the National Societies and the ICRC 65.

Section 1 : general

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

Many NS are weak :

- Out of 23 in the Profile 
study 4 are unable to 
satisfy the conditions 
for recognition and 
3 others "raise serious 
doubts".

At least 10 of the 23 
do not satisfy the 
conditions for 
admission based on the 
Oxford Principles.

>. The fault may well lie 
in the vagueness of 
the regulaticns.
(p. 97).

1. It is true that many 
NS do not measure up 
to Tansley's ideal 
image, but :

1.1. comparisons between 
NS are not always 
possible,

1.2. more than one third 
came into being 
recently and have 
not reached their 
full capacity.

(p. 86).

Nil. Nil.



Point No. XIII Relations between the National Societies and the ICRC 66.

Section 2 ; recognition and admission of National Societies

A, Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. The recognition and 
admission process 
is unsatisfactory.

2. There is no uniform 
system for measuring 
the operational 
capacity of a Society, 
(p. 96).

1. There are historical 
reasons for the 
process of recognition 
and admission.

2. The procedures for 
admission have 
recently been reviewed 
The result appears
in the new statutes 
of the League.
(C.f. Article 21 of 
the Rules of 
Procedure).

3. There already exists 
a Joint League/ICRC 
Ccmnission on NS 
statutes.

1. To set up a joint 
League/ICRC body :

1.1. to revise the 
regulations for 
recognition and 
admission,

1.2. to systerratise the 
manner in which a 
NS is judged 
(possibly using the 
format of the Profile 
Study).

(p. 96).

1. The League and ICRC 
are going to 
strengthen their 
cooperation in this 
field, in particular 
in their methods of 
assessing the oper
ational capacity of 
NS not yet recognised 
(p. 118).



Point No. XIII Relations between the National Societies and the ICRC 67.

Section 3 ; control and continuity in the National Societies

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Docrument's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. To extend the review 1. The League and ICRC 1. To set up a "Formal Review 1. A "Formal Review
to cover all NS statutes, consider that it is Board" consisting of Board" does not seem
not only those where necessary to help a representatives of the appropriate.
there are changes. (C.f. NS to overcome ICRC and League :
Resolution 6 of the difficulties such as : 2. Recalls that the
XXnd International 1.1. in the case of a govern- mandate of the Joint
Conference at Teheran 1.1. non-observance of mart take-over of the Comnission cn statutes
1973) . statutes, NS, extends to cases 

where the NS :
2, A much more sensitive 1.2. and of fundamental 1.2. if the actions or

and serious problem is principles, - deviates from the
to know if a NS : 1.3. the inactions of a NS fundamental princi-

1.3. government take-over, threaten the integrity pies, or
2.1. - is acting in

accordance with 1.4. period of inactivity,
of the movement.

- meets with const-
RC principles, 2. To set up at the regional itutional diffi-

1.5. these are sensitive level a body which would culties.
2.2. - is capable of matters requiring have to make a report on (p. 118).

fulfilling its tact and under- each NS in the region.
national and standing.
international (p. 118). 3. To create a formal
responsibilities. Commission of Enquiry 

consisting of eminent
2.3. - does anything at persons.

all important,
4. Tansley is aware of the

2.4. - is prepared to act 
in case of emergency 

(pp. 97-98).

difficulties of getting 
such proposals adopted, 
but RC should raise 
itself above nationalism 
and set fin example to 
governments.

i

(pp. 97-98).



Point No. XIII Relations between the National Societies and the ICRC 68.

Section 4 : Self-criticism of National Societies

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. Given the number of 
NS, one can only 
make very general 
suggestions for 
strengthening them : 
recommending in 
particular a form of 
self-evaluation.

ICRC should cooperate 
closely with the League 
to promote a clearer 
understanding by NS of 
the primary objectives 
of RC.
(p. 83).

The compilation of a practi
cal guide to RC action and 
performance so as to make
NS understand their 
responsibilities as members 
of the movement.
(P. 95).

Nil. See page 56.

2. List of 18 institut
ional faults of NS.

3. List of 9 strong 
points of an ideal NS. 
(C.f. Point No. XII).
(pp. 92-95).
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Point No. XIII Relations between the National Societies and the ICRC 
Section 5: permanent relations

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E, Follow-up

1. Many NS neither know See points VI (2) and XVI. 1. The developnent of NS 1. ICRC should streng- See p. 56.
nor understand the should be as important then its cooperation
activities of ICRC. 1. ICRC is anxious to to ICRC as to the Leagje: with the League ,
Some cannot distin- remain in direct con- particularly in the
guish between the tact with the NS 1.1. ICRC should help to de- field.
ICRC and the League. through: velop the protection

function (follow up to 1.1. ICRC agrees to pre-
2. C.f. Point VI (2) 1.1. regional delegations 1963 seminar). pare in cooperationSection 6. 1.2. the Division for with the League aSome NS meet an ICRC Dissemination 1.2. Establishment on the practical guide to See p. 47,

delegate more often 1.3.the Division for NS spot of Joint ICRC/League the activities of NS D and E.
than a League dele- and Principles. Regional Offices. in time of conflict.gate (particularly (pp. 89-90).
because of the regio- 2. Objectives: 1.2. On the other hand,nal delegations). 2.1.Public Relations ICRC is not in favour(pp. 49, 90).

2.2.Informing NS about of Joint Regional
ICRC Offices, contrary to

the opinion of the
2.3. Protection and League, because of

Assistance: certain differences
- Information for ICRC in the objectives of

before the action, the two institutions.

- Information for NS on 2. ICRC intends to en-
the action of ICRC, trust certain legal

- Dissemination of Prin- and doctrinal work to
ciples and G.C.s, colleagues from NS.

(pp. 85, 118-120).
- General information on

RC and training of per-
sonnel of NS.

(pp. 83 - 86).



Point No. XIV League of Red Cross Societies 70.

Section 1 : mandate

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. NS are jealous of The League thinks that 1. Most Inportant would Nil.
•

their independence, Tansley's criticisms be the acceptance by
hence the weak mandate are rather excessive and the League of the
of the League and of in particular that the basic role.
its Secretariat, which position of the
vacillates between Secretariat is similar 2. A second proposal, more
activism and pacifism. to that of many difficult to bring

comparable international about, would be to make
2. Very often it is a NS organisations. NS accept some sharing

which decides what of power.
action the The Secretariat is even (p. 100).
Secretariat takes. more free than that

of many other
3. There is no limit to organisations.

the demands node on (p. 111).
the Secretariat and
no order of priorities

4. In its relations with
other agencies,
particularly the
ICRC, the Secretariat
is in a position of
weakness.
(pp. 99-100).



Point No. XIV Leagie of Red Cross Societies 71.

Section 2 : Special category of resolutions

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. The League is also Nil (see D). As a means of strengthening The League washes to find
weak because the the League : a more clear-cut system
resolutions of the encouraging greater
Board of Governors 1. To create a special respect for resolutions
are not binding on category of resolutions and strengthening its
any parties. which would not become unity of action and
(p. 100). effective until ratified cohesion in operations.

by a minimum number of
NS. But the League rejects

Tansley's preposal
2. To distinguish between because of the problems

resolutions which would which would be raised,
create obligations for particularly the
all NS and those which difficulty of
were only binding an establishing the
the NS which ratified. categories.
(p. 101). (p. 112).



Point No. XIV League of Red Cross Societies 72.

A. Tansley’s Analysis

Section 3 : governing structure

B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

Lea jueMr. Tansley discusses the governing structure of the 
on pages 101-103 of his report.
When he wrote it, in 1975, 
had not finished its work 
partly on the constitution 
draft which was considerably amended before the new Cons 
was adopted by the Board cf Governors at an extraordinary meeting in 1976.

the Constitution revision 
and Mr. Tansley's comments 
then in force and partly on a

Ccm nission 
wera based

May 1975 
titution

Events have therefore invalidated that part of the report.

X



Point No. XIV League of Red Cross Societies 73.

Section 4 : the need for a planning. function

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. Need for a planning 
process in Geneva, if 
only to reconcile 
competing claims for 
resources from the 
Regional Planning 
Committees.

2. Need for better 
information on NS in 
order to assess the 
priorities better.

There is a lot of 
information on NS in 
Geneva, but it is not 
systematically 
documented, not is it 
kept in one place, 
(p. 104).

Nil. Ideally both the League and 
ICRC should have reliable 
facts on each NS and on 
the economic, political 
and social environment in 
which it operates. Cne 
could draw on the Profile 
study in the Re-evaluation 
in order to assemble 
information on a cyclical 
basis (4-5 years) ..

It would be necessary to 
have the full participation 
of NS in this research.
(pp. 104-105) .

Planning and documenta
tion functions have been 
established broadly along 
the lines proposed by 
Tansley.

NS should be prepared to 
share information with 
the Secretariat.
(p. 113).



Point No. XIV League of Red Cross Societies

Section 5 : changes in the Secretariat's structure

74.

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E, Follcw-up

Minor changes are 
desirable, but major 
ones are not indicated at 
this time and should 
await the result of the 
measures suggested :

- at the level of 
countries and regions,

- for the proposed 
planning process,

- regarding a better 
understanding of the 
needs of NS.

(p. 105).

In 1975 three Vice- 
Presidents were appointed 
as a conmittee with the 
responsibility of 
studying the subject.

- They have waited for 
the Tansley report to 
be issued.

- Subsequently it became 
apparent that it would 
be necessary to wait 
for an examination of 
some of the matters 
dealt with in the 
report.
(p. 113) .

- The elevation of the 
regional desks to full 
bureaux.

- The possible transfer of 
the disaster planning and 
preparedness function to 
the Regional Services 
Sector.

- The re-orientation of the 
Youth Bureau, Technical 
Services and Information 
Bureau.

- The establishment of an 
advisory service :

- to assist the regional 
bureaux,

- to participate in the 
new planning/budgeting 
process.

(p. 105).

Nil. In April 1979, 
the Leagœ 
Executive Council 
adopted the 
general principles 
of a report prepared 
by a vice-president 
in consultation 
with the Secretary 
General, on the 
structure of the 
League Secretariat.



75
Point No. XIV League of Red Cross Societies

Section 6: Selection of personnel •

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document’s Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. The Secretariat 1. Nil. 1.1. All NS must accept the 1. , Nil.
selects its staff Staff Regulations which
from the widest lay down that an employ-
possible range of ee must act "with the
nationalities. interests of the League 

alone in view".
2. Three remarks on 2. Concerning the posts

the posts of senior of senior officials
officials: two comments:

2.1. Certain posts are 2.1. It is a fact, but in 2.1. The League is
the preserves of the eyes of NS, not against any national
given countries. of the League. preserves.

2.2. Current practice is 2.2. Nil, but c.f. D. 2.2. The Secretary General 2.2. The League follows
that the choice is should be able to choose Tansley's suggestion
made by the NS. from several candidates of a choice frcm se-

proposed by the NS. veral candidates.
2.3. Tendency of NS: 2.3. This attitude of NS (pp. 107-108). (P. 113).

their man remains is the exception, not
responsible to NS the rule. The rela-
as well as to the tionship between a
Secretary General. member of the staff
(pp. 107-108). and his NS is of 

positive assistance 
to the Secretariat, 
(p. 113).



76.

Point No. XIV League of Red Cross Societies

Section 7 : financing

A. Tansley's Analysis B, Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E„ Follow-up

1. The League's activities 
in disaster prepared
ness and development 
are financed ad hoc.

2. Certain costs of the 
governing structure 
are not in the ordin- 
are budget.

This is also the case 
for the travel costs 
of NS delegates.

3. RC has a "shoe-string" 
mentality in fund 
raising.
(pp. 108-109).

Nil L. Disaster preparedness and 
development activities 
should be financed by the 
ordinary budget.

2. All the costs of the go
verning structure should 
also be financed by the 
ordinary budget.

Each delegation of NS at 
League meetings should pay 
the same travel quota, 
regardless of distance. 
There should be a travel 
equalisation scheme.
(p. 109).

1. The decision has been 
taken to include these 
activities in the ordi
nary budget, starting 
in 1978.
+ List of Projects.

2. As for the costs of the 
governing structure :

2.1. The Constitution Re
vision Commission 
proposed in March 
1977 that the return 
fare for members of 
the Executive Council 
should be repaid by 
the League.

2.2. The League considers 
that the travel equa
lisation scheme would 
be desirable in theo
ry, but difficult to 
operate in practice.

Point 2.1. was re
fused by the Board 
of Governors at 
Bucharest, in 1977.



77.
Point No. XV the ICRC

Section 1 : General

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D- Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. ICRC as an organisa
tion is :

- international in its 
concerns, etc., but 
composed entirely of 
Swiss citizens,

- a private corporation 
under Swiss law and 
recognised as a dis
tinct entity in pub
lic international law,

- a member of IRC, but 
it maintains its in
dependence .

2. ICRC is neutral in 
theory and in practice 
although its role is 
to intervene in case 
of conflict.

ICRC is independant, 
inpartial and neutral. 
These three principles 
are guaranteed :

- because its members are 
coopted,

- because they are all of 
the same nationality,

- because Switzerland is 
a country bound by neu
trality in perpetuity.

The statutes of IRC con
firm the wish of States 
that the ICRC shall be 
Swiss, uninational and 
of coopted membership, 
(p. 87).

Nil Nil

3. More than 110 years 
old, ICRC has its 
problems :

- seme from internal 
sources,

- seme frem outside, for 
the world has changed 
rapidly.
(pp. 110-111).



78.
Point No. XV the ICRC

Section 2 : general functions

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E, Follow-up

1. The role of ICRC is
no longer the original 
one. In 1973 a distine 
tion was made between:

1.1. The Assembly, the 
supreme organ, and

1.2. The Executive Coun
cil, responsible for 
day-to-day adminis
tration.

2. Professionalism.

3. Problems :
3.1. The Assembly should 

again take up the 
normal leadership of 
the movement, seme-

, thing which it seems 
to have progressi
vely abdicated.

3.2. Other problems are 
also mentioned by 
Tansley, ranging 
from the part played 
by the Executive 
Council, the legal 
and operational de
partments, to the 
various reccmmenda- 
tions on the subject 
of reflection and 
methods of action, 
also anticipating 
and planning for si
tuations of conflict 
(pp.111-112).

Nil

3.1.Setting up special workinc 
groups of the Assembly.

3.2.1. Later - to replace the 
Executive Council by a 
carmittee of heads of 
departments.

3.2.2. To inject the experien
ce of the operational 
department into the le
gal department.

3.2.3. One could with advant
age reflect on guidli- 
nes and methods of ac
tion and prepare for 
situations of conflict.

3.2.4. The legal department 
should take up a more 
determined approach in 
Diplomatic Conferences 
to remind governments 
of humanitarian values, 
(pp. 111-112).



79. (a)
Point No. XV the ICRC

Section 3 : uninationality and external advisers

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley’s Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. Argument for inter- 1. The Assembly should 1. Internationalise the 1. Internationalise the
nationalising the 
Assembly.

remain Swiss. Assembly ? No, but Assembly ? No, but

1.1. It is the almost una- 1.1. To give more weight in 1.1. More frequent
1.1. Committee more ac- nimous wish of the choice of members meetings between

ceptable to govern- States. to general qualities, ICRC and Standing
ments,

1.2. Internationalisation
interest in humanitarian 
matters and a broad

Ccmmission.

- but in fact what is not would lead to poli- background rather than 1.2. ICRC will continue tc
acceptable is no the tisation. a position of social invite Presidents of
Committee, but its eminence. NS to speak to the
actions.

1.2. To draw up a list of
Assembly.

1.2. Corrmittee more sen- candidates to be sub-
sitive to world mitted before cooption
problems, to different groups

(staff, delegates, mana-
- but the majority of the gement).

people responsible for 
operations have great 
international expe
rience.

1.3. Internationalisatior
would do disastrous 
damage to ICRC.



79. (b)
Point No. XV the ICRC

Section 3 : uninational.ity and external advisers

A. Teansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

2. Internationalising 2. It must be open to 2. Internationalisation 2. Internationalisation Information meetings
the staff : ideas, to deeds and to possible : possible : organized by the

men of all nationali- ICRC with National
2.1. Non-Swiss staff ties 2.1. Non-Swiss consultants 2.1. The Assembly Society representa-

have already been for the Asseiibly, which will continue fives when the League
used in the field, - through recourse to out- could meet with inter- to consult Executive Council

side advisers. national groups, such as experts from meets.
2.2. but not for protec- the League's Executive other countries

tion. 3. Outside the Assembly Council.
this opening up is al- 2.2. It will also

2.3. Switzerland has li- ready practised : 2.2. The legal department seek advice in
mi ted humanitarian could benefit frcm the a general way
resources and ICRC 3.1. for the development expertise of non-Swiss from eminent
will have to take of IHL, jurists. personalities.
that into account (pp. 113-114). (pp. 88-89).
in the future. 3.2. for operations,
(pp. 112-113).

3.3. for the disseminatioi
of GCs and RC Princi-
pies.

(pp. 87-89).



Point No. the ICRC

Section 4 : financing

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

1. ICRC has tkane steps 
to provide a better 
basis for its ordinary 
financing, making it 
less dependent on the 
Swiss government.

2.1. ICRC asks too little 
frctn governments.

2.2. ICRC should reckon 
that it is the duty 
of governments to 
finance it.
(p. 115).

1. The contributions of 
governments since 1949 
have been very small.

1.1. The principle of con
tributing was new in 
1949.

1.2. New wars then seemed 
unlikely.

1.3. The price of ICRC 
independence.

2. ICRC considers that its 
financing is a respon
sibility of governments

3. Financial stability is 
uncertain, for :

3.1. Tasks are increasing,

3.2. Resources are dimi
nishing.

4. At the end of 1976 the 
budget was for Fr.Sw. 
21% million, of which 
12% million would ccme 
iron the Swiss govern
ment.
(pp. 97-99).

See A.2.1.
and 2.2.

Since 1972 negotiations 
have begun to secure go
vernment contributions of 
at least as much as that 
of the Swiss government. 
(p.99).

See Resolution
No. XIII adopted by 
the International 
Conference, Bucharesi



81.
Point No. XVI Cooperation between the League and the ICRC

Section 1 : general

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

1. Too much time is taken 
up with the harmoni
sation of effort, ra
ther than giving an 
impression of unity.

The RC movement is wea
kened by the excessive 
emphasis placed by its 
members on their auto- 
ncmy. The rivalry bet
ween the League and 
ICRC has its origins ir 
the foundation of the 
League, to which ICRC 
was opposed.

However, there are 
signs of a willingness 
to cooperate better.

2. The mandate of the Coor 
dinating Body set up by 
the 1969 League/ICRC 
agreement could be ex
tended.
(pp. 49-50, 122, 124).

1. Legal bases for 
League/ICRC cooperat
ion :

1.1. International Confe
rence of the RC.

1.2. Standing Commission 
every 6 months.

1.3. Joint monthly meetinc

1.4. 1969 agreement.

1.4.1. Coordinating Body

1.4.2. Cciimission for 
study of No statu
es - frequent 
meetings.

2. Other forms of coope
ration :

2.1. Information meetings 
between the two 
Presidents, at least 
twice a year.

2.2. Daily contacts bet
ween technical 
units of the League 
and ICRC.
(p. 117).

Nil

.

Nil



82. 
Point No XVI Cooperation between the League and the ICRC

Section 2 and 3 : recognition, admission, control of continuity of National Societies

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

The following points have been covered under Point No. XIII

Relations between ICRC and National Societies in S actions 2 3 and 5.

Please refer.
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Point No. XVI Cooperation between the League and the ICRC

Section 4 : joint building

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

Despite the possibility 
of achieving economies 
(in shared premises) the 
League and ICRC should 
not be forced into an un
happy marriage.
(p. 122).

1. The League is in favour 
because of :

1.1. the image of RC unity

1.2. inproved efficiency,

1.3. economies.

One can construct a sliding 
scale of collaboration and 
joint facilities. Such a 
scale could start with no 
more than a ccrnmon roof, or, 
even simpler, a conmon site. 
(p.123).

League - yes
ICRC - no
to Tansley's proposal.
(p. 120).

2. ICRC regocnises these 
advantages, but also 
sees drawbacks :

2.1. ICRC has received a 
clear mandate frcm 
governments,

2.2. the expense of build
ing new offices.
(p. 120).



84.
Point No. XVI Cooperation between the League and the ICRC

Section 5 : development of National Societies

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

This development goes 1. The two institutions 1. Joint League/ICRC consi- 1. The League and ICRC Joint ICRC/League
well beyond the present already work together deration of plans submit- will exchange outlines working group on the
development programme. in this field, to a ted by Regional Planning of their long term development of Natio-

certain extent. Committees (set up by NS planning at a sufficient - nal Societies.
1. It is essentially a of the same region). ly early stage to allow

NS responsibility. 2. There is a gap to be effective coordination
filled in the prepar- 2. Joint determination of ha- before reaching deci-

2. It should strengthen ation of NS : to assist NS in their pre- sions.
the performance of paration for natural di-
the basic role. 2.1, for disseminating RC saster and conflict. 2. ICRC should take a

Principles and GCs, (p. 123). greater part in deve-
3. NS should determine lopment.

their needs and prio- 2.2. for their work in
rities on a regional armed conflict. 3. ICRC is preparing the See p. 36 E,
basis. (pp. 118-119). draft of a practical see p. 47 D and E.

guide for NS and the
4. A supporting role foi League will be associat-

the League, ICRC and ed with it. See also p. 56 E.other NS. (pp.118-119)
(p. 91).



85.

Point No. XVI Coopreation between the League and the ICRC

Section 6 : other demains

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

There are other areas of 
collaboration, but the 
two institutions must be 
convinced that they have 
a cannon interest in 
working together.
(p. 122).

Nil. See column D 1. Joint staff training (e.g. 
of field delegates).

2. Sharing information pro
duction facilities.

3. Collaboration in relief 
actions, giving more powers 
to the Coordinating Body. 
Setting up at least a ccm- 
mon technical group.

4. Joint appeals for funds 
for natural disasters and 
conflicts in the name of 
the IRC.
(pp. 122-125).

The ICRC and League envi
sage their collaboration 
in different fields.

1. Yes for joint staff 
training.

2. There are also possibi
lities in the field of 
information.

Joint ICRC/League 
working group on in
formation (point 2) 
see p. 86.

Joint ICRC/League 
working group on as
sistance (points 1,3 
4,5).

3. The ICRC and League 
will examine the means 
of developing their 
practical collaboratior 
This is already in ef
fect in several ins
tances (e.g. IOG, 
INOSEC).

4. The ICRC and League 
agree to set up a joint 
study group to draw up 
a list of RC resources.

5. Joint appeals for funds . 
Generally no, but yes 
in particular cases. 
Donors should know who 
has the responsibility 
for the action.
(pp. 121-123).
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Point No. XVI Cooperation between the league and the ICRC

Section 7 : information

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document’s Ana1ysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

Ambivalence amongst mem
bers of RC about the con
cept of IRC :

- on the one hand, the 
idea of unity is streng
thened,

- on tire other hand, dis
tinctions are made 
(League - ICRC).

However, the term IRC has 
a real meaning for the 
general public.
(pp. 118-119).

Each of the two institut
ions has an information 
service. Except in case 
of disaster there is 
little possibility of col
laboration.
(p. 123).

1. The document refers to 
Tansley's analysis.

2. Until now the League 
and ICRC have been au
tonomous in their infor
mation policies and 
have had separate means 
of production.

2.1. Recently there has 
been collaboration 
between the League 
and ICRC.

Important to strengthen 
the concept of the IRC.

(C.f. Section 6, Column 
C.2.)
(pp. 118-119).

To strengthen the concept 
of IRC in certain cases. 
(C.f. Section 6, Column 
D.2.).

Resolution No. XX. 
adopted by the Inter
national Conference, 
Bucharest.

1. Desirable to inform the
general public on the 
activities and orga
nisation of the IRC.
veral NS share this 
view.

Sc -

Joint ICRC/League 
working group on in
formation

- I.R.C.'concept
- other subjects re

2.2. Nevertheless there
has been much duplicat
ion and wastage of re
sources which are al
ready very meagre.

2. Harmonisation of means 
of production (League- 
ICRC)

2.1. Audio-visual
2.2. Radio transmission
2.3. Publications
2.4. 8th May.

lated to i
and public relat
ions.

See p. 85

See document CD/4.4/1

3. Difficulty of substi
tuting "IRC" for 
League and ICRC except 
in certain cases.
(pp. 140-141).

3. Importance of each NS 
in passing on informat
ion. The League and 
ICRC must help NS in
formation services.
(pp. 141-143).
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Point No. XVII International Conference of the Red Cross and Council of Delegates

Section 1 : frequency of the International Red Cross Conference

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

The International Confe
rence has its costs :
- the tendency of govern

ments to introduce po
litics into the debates 
of every international 
forum.

Hence a need for reforms, 
(p. 120) .

In 1974 the Standing 
Conrnission had been of 
the opinion that the four 
yearly interval laid down 
in the statutes was pre
ferable. This opinion 
was shared by most NS. 
(pp. 71-72).

Two possible reforms :

1. To hold the Conference 
at longer intervals 
(every 6 or 8 years).

2. To hold meetings scon- 
sored by IRC with invi
tations to governments 
on specific issues.
(p. 120).

The League and ICRC see 
no need for change.
(P. 72).
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Point No. XVII International Conference of the Red Cross and Council of Delegates

Section 2: Governments' participation and other Red Cross meetings

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

C.f. Section 1. This proposal (to invite 
governments to certain 
IRC meetings) has already 
been put into practice, 
but these meetings do not 
replace the International 
Conference of the RC. 
(p.72).

To organise more frequent 
meetings of IRC on particular 
subjects with invitations to 
governments (C.f. Section 1, 
Column C 2). (p.120).

Nil. (No need to insti
tutionalise the process). 
(p.72).



89.Point No, XVII International Conference of the Red Cross and Council of Delegates

Section 3: Participation of the United Nations in the International Conference

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

Nil At the moment the UN is 
not a Party to the Con
ventions .

The UN has the status of 
a priveleged observer.

There is a tradition thaï 
a message from the Secre
tary General is read out, 
(pp. 72-73).

To strengthen the special 
relationship of RC with 
governments, to offer the 
UN a formal place, a status 
similar to that of the 
League.
(pp. 120-121).

If in the future the UN 
becomes a Party to the 
Conventions one could 
consider Tansley's solu
tion.
(pp. 72-73).
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Point No. XVII International Conference of the Red Cross and Council of Delegates

Section 4: duration of the Conference

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

Nil Tansley does not discuss 
the question.

This is regretted because 
there are complaints that 
the Conference lasts too 
long, particularly for 
delegates taking part in 
the RC meetings which 
precede the Conference, 
(p. 73).

Nil Two steps could be taken:

1. League elections at the
General Assembly 
session between two 
Conferences.

2. Better distribution of 
subjects between:

a) The International 
Conference,

b) The Council of Dele
gates ,

c) The General Assembly 
of the League.

(P. 73).

The Standing 
Ccmnission is 
following this 
question.



91.
Point No. XVII International Conference of the Red Cross and Council of Delegates 

Section 5: Council of Delegates

A, Tansley’s Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E, Follow-up

It is truly RC body 
(League, NS, ICRC), but 
with exception (consider
ation of RC principles 
in 1961) its importance 
is minimal.
(p.121).

In fact during the last 
ten years there has been 
a tendency to convene the 
Council of Delegates more 
frequently and to entrust 
it with more inportant 
tasks than those (statu
tory ones) which consist 
mainly of preparing for 
Conference. It meets bet
ween sessions of the 
Conference.
(p. 74).

1. More frequent meetings.

2. A wider mandate to enable 
it to deal with real 
problems (doctrine, etc.). 
It could, for example, 
discuss the Tansley Re
port.
(p.121).

1. Nil

2. Suggestion already 
accepted because at 
Bucharest the Council 
of Delegates will 
spend seven sessions 
considering the Tansle; 
Report.
(p. 74).

7



Point No. XVII International Conference of the Red Cross and Council of Delegates 92 .

Section 6: structure of the International Red Cross

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

Nil.

(See preceding sections)

The structure of the ICRC 
is very complex. Repe
tition in the discussions 
must be avoided.
(pp. 74-75).

Nil.

(See preceding sections)

As a first step the 
XXIIIrd International 
Conference could ask the 
ICRC and League to look 
at the problem of the 
complex structure and re
port to the Council of 
Delegates in 1979.
(p.79).

Note: This was not done
at Bucharest.



Point No. XVIII Standing Commission of the International Red Cross
93 .

Section 1: Selection of members by the International Conference or by the Council of Delegates

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

At the moment it is the 
International Conference 
which elects the members 
of the Standing Commis
sion. Governments can, 
in theory, choose five 
members in a personal 
capacity (out of nine) 
who do not belong to the 
RC.
(p. 121).

Since the Standing Commis
sion is required to repre
sent the International 
Conference between two 
sessions, it seems logical 
that it should be elected 
by the Conference, or at 
least that the majority 
of its members should be 
elected by that body.

Election by the Conference 
gives a better authority 
to the work of the Stan
ding Commission.
(p. 78).

To have the members of the 
Standing Commission elected 
by an exclusively RC body, 
such as the Council of Dele
gates, which would allow 
the Standing Commission truly 
to harmonise the efforts of 
the RC.
(pp. 121-122).

Nil.
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Point No. XVIII Standing Carmission of the International Red Cross

Section 2: Composition of the Standing Commission

A. Tansley’s Analysis B, Document’s Analysis C. Tansley’s Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

Nil 1. Several proposals have 1. As to who should elect The ICRC and League
been made: the members, see Section support the existing size

1. of the Conrnission - nine
1.1. To have equal re- members, including seme

presentation of the who are independent of
ICRC and League with the two institutions -
no independent man- since it cannot settle
bers. differences between the

League and ICRC if it
1.2. To take account of only has an equal number

the increase of the frem each.
number of NS. (Who would make the final

(pp.78-79). 2. There should be an equal decision?).
number of members of the (p.79).
ICRC and the League with
no independent members.
(P. 122).



95 .
Point No. XVIII Standing Corrmission of the International Red Cross

Section 3: method of electing members

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follcw-up

Nil. The system is toe 
complicated, (p. 79) .

Nil. The statutes should be 
revised so as to allow 
for only two ballots:

First ballot - Absolute 
majority.

Second ballot - Relative 
majority.
(p. 79).

Has been studied 
by Standing 
Conmission.
States quo maintained



96.
Point No. XVIII Standing Commission of the International Red Cross

A. Tansley's Analysis

Section 4: statute of the members of the Standing Commission

Nil. The members are chosen 
in a personal capacity 
because of their profound 
knowledge of internation
al affairs and of RC, 
(see Section 3, Column 
D,l) whether they belong 
to it or not.
(pp. 79-80).

Nil. Nil - status quo.

If there are members who 
are outside RC, they 
should participate in 
the International Confer
ence with the status of 
privileged observers.
(p. 80).



97.
Point No. XVIII Standing Comission of the International Red Cross

Section 5: role of the Standing Commission

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follaw-up

According to the ICRC 
statutes:

1. The main role of the 
Standing Canmission
is to draw up the agen
da and organise the 
meeting of the Inter
national Conference.

2. The second role is to 
ensure coordination 
and harmony of efforts 
of the League and ICRC. 
This role only exists 
on paper. It is a 
question of "keeping 
the lid on" the Inter
national Conference, 
(pp. 121-122).

The League and ICRC think 
that the system has a cer
tain capacity for settling 
differences which might 
arise, even if the machin
ery for settlement has so 
far not been used.
(pp. 80).

One is thinking of changes 
in the long term, rather than 
in the immediate future (the 
role of harmonising ICRC 
efforts).
(p. 122).

If certain technical 
improvements are necessary 
that does not mean that a 
revision of the statutes 
is necessary. These ques
tions can be raised at the 
XXIIIrd International Con
ference at Bucharest.
(p. 81).

Note: This was not done. 
)C.f. Point XVII, Section 
6.)



98.Point No. XIX The Henry Dunant Institute
Section

A. Tansley's Analysis B. Document's Analysis C. Tansley's Suggestions D. Document's Suggestions E. Follow-up

Founded in 1965 by the 
League, the ICRC and the 
Swiss RC, the HDI is 
only de facto a member 
of the IRC. Its tasks 
are:

- Research

- Training

Nil The HDI could:

1.1. Strengthen its ties with 
the movement by widening 
its sponsorship and its 
governing body,

1.2. but become more inde
pendent of the Geneva 
institutions.

Nil A working group on 
the Institute repor
ted on 28.11.77.
Its main points were 
approved by the Coun
cil of the Institute 
on 16.12.1977.

- Publications in the 
RC field

(pp. 116-117)

•

2. Tansley makes six propo
sals in the field or re
search and publications. 
In this way the HDI would 
become a source of cre
ative ideas and stimula
tion, the voice of the 
conscience of the RC.

3. To become a place for 
encounters on RC concerns.

4. Training of RC personnel 
better done by League and 
ICRC.

(pp. 116-117).


